When studying certain class of structures (e.g., sets of reals) one frequently enters the following situation. We are given an element A of the class and a mapping f defined on some cube A r or [A] r of A and we need to find a large B _ A where the behaviour of f is as simple as possible.
Here is a sample of results of this sort. There is c: [Q]2 ~ {0, 1} such that c" [P] 2= {0, 1} for every converging sequence (together with its limit) P _c Q, but for every f: [Q]2 ~ {0,..., k} there is a converging sequence P _ Q such that If"[P]L -< 2 (see [0] ). There is an uncountable set X and c: X s ~ {0, 1} such that c"A × B × C = {0, 1} for every infinite A, B, C __X, but for every uncountable set X and f: X 3 ~ {0,..., k} there exist infinite A, B, C ___ X such that lf"A × B × C] < 2 (see [14] ). There 
